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Introduction  

Microcosm means Mankind viewed as the epitome of whole Universe and Macrocosm is the 
Cosmos which is the whole complex structure of the Universe. Charaka, says "Purushyo'yam loka 
sannidah"1 (Man is a miniature universe) and Yajurveda says "Yatha pinde tatha brahmande, yatha 
brahmande tatha pinde"2 (As is the individual, so is the universe, as is the universe, so is the 
individual" or "As is the atom, so is the Universe" or "As is the human body, so is the Cosmic Body). 
It means the governing eternal laws are cause of internal codes, evolutionary processes, motions, and 
all natural phenomena which create the harmony relation and coexistence between Microcosm to 
Macrocosm. Sankhya Darshana3 describe the human body as a mini universe and whatever elements 
or entities exist in the universe they exist in the human body also i.e, five fundamental elements 
(ether, air, fire, water and earth) of the universe. The human body cannot exist or cannot be properly 
identified without appropriate combination of the above. Every entity is constituted and co-exists in 
harmonious relationship of all the fundamental elements, which create the bodies with eternal order 
(plants, animal/bio-bodies, human bodies). Even in natural process these bodies and its components 
exist in harmonious relationship with each other. The basic premise of Ayurveda is that the entire 
cosmos (or universe) is part of one singular absolute. Therefore, everything that exists in the external 
universe (macrocosm) also appears in the internal cosmos of the human body (microcosm). The 
human body, when healthy, is in harmony, self-perpetuating and self-correcting just as the universe.4 
It means that harmony, co-existence, microcosm, macrocosms, eternal order, interconnectedness etc. 
are not new terms for Indian philosophy and literature. If we compare the ancient Indian Vedic 
perceptions & views with modern theories, perceptions of science, metaphysics and recent trends on 
consciousness studies, we will find a definite holistic view of harmony and coexistence.       

Existence is coexistence  

Philosopher and propounder of Madhyasth-Darshan Sah-astitva-vad (existence-rooted 
human-centric studies) A. Nagraj elucidates the existential order (Existence as coexistence) as an 
alternative to instability-uncertainty based matter centric Materialism / Science and mystics Idealism.  
He says ‘Existence is in the form of coexistence’ 5 [1] as units (anant prakuti) submerged in absolute 
(zero) energy/space/consciousness (Satta).  “Energy is with distinction of absolute and relative. It is 
recognized and understood in the form of absolute-energy (zero-energy) and relative-energy. Work-

                                                             
[1] अि#त%व ही सह-अि#त%व : स-ा म0 स1पृ4 5कृित अन8त इकाईय< के >प म0 है। स-ा Aापक >पी Bकसी लंबाई चौड़ाई म0 सीिमत नहI है, 
इसका कोई मापदMड न ही बन पाता, इसिलए स-ा Aापक ह।ै 5कृित >प म0 िजतनी भी इकाईयाँ है उन सबकT गणना नहI हो पाती इसिलए 
वे अनंत हW इस 5कार अि#त%व #वय ंAापक और अन8त ह।ै स-ा अ>पा%मक और स-ा म0 5कृि- >पा%मक अि#त%व है। अि#त%व का ता%पयZ 
होने स ेऔर अिवनािशता स ेह।ै स-ा गित और दबाव िवहीन ि#थित म0 ह।ै जबBक स-ा म0 ही स1पूणZ 5कृित गित और दबाव सिहत िव^मान है। 
दबाव अथाZत् वातावरणवश (पर#परतावश) आकषZण िवकषZण के िलए बाdयता। स-ा अ>पा%मक होने के कारण आयाम< म0 सीिमत नहI हW 
जबBक स-ा म0 स1पृ4 5कृित अन8त इकाईय< का समूह ह।ै साथ ही 5%येक इकाई आयाम< सिहत छ: ओर स ेसीिमत ह।ै 
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energy is relative (among units of Nature) and absolute-energy is eternal-present as omnipresence 
(pervasive Spirit).” 6 He further says “Consciousness (absolute energy) is Omnipresence.  
Consciousness is permeating and transparent and it is a non-activity (devoid of pulse or pressure).  
Consciousness does not prove to be a unit due to its being all pervasive (endless/boundary-less).  
Consciousness does not prove to be the root-cause of cosmic-order.  Coexistence (units submerged in 
absolute energy) alone is the root-cause of cosmic-order (existential harmony).”7  

Since long time, Human-beings have remained unaware about the source of energy required 
for continuous activity of atoms and its particles; philosophy of coexistence explains that absolute-
energy (zero energy) is everywhere known as ‘all pervasive energy’.  It is found everywhere 
homogeneously.  There is no activity which is devoid (rikt) of and without (mukt) Omnipresence 
Space/Consciousness. Space itself is absolute-energy, Space itself is Omnipotence.”8 (Nagraj 2012)  
“The state (reality) of non-activity is known as Space, and knowledge while not doing any activity or 
while not being an activity is the basis and source-of-inspiration/source of entire activities.  Therefore 
knowledge (Gyan) and Space/absolute energy prove to be one and the same – and it is only from 
being situated in it, inspiration for activity always remains available.  There is no unit which is devoid 
of or liberated from this zero energy.” 9  Because of the presence this absolute energy each unit is self-
organized within itself (niyam, niyantran, santulan sahit nishchit aacharan ke sath) and fulfils its 
harmonious relationship with all other units/orders. Vedas say that “Everything is essentially 
consciousness, purity and joy.”10 And, 
“the Universal Laws are laws of truth,11 
truth is knowledge (Gyan). 

Harmonious relationship among 
natural four orders  

Human centric philosophy 
‘Madhayatha Darshan Sahastitvavad’[2] 
elucidates Coexistence, i.e. existential/ 
natural order among material-
mineral order (padarthavastha), plants 
order (pranavastha) & animal order 
(jivavastha). The relationships among 
the material-mineral order, cells/plants 
order and animal orders are mutually 
fulfilling and mutually enriching and 
this process is cyclic (avartansheel) in 
nature as shown diagram-I. Right 
understanding between Human being 
(gyanavastha) and Nature will be 

                                                             
2 म"य$थ दश)न, सह-अि$त2व-वाद : आदश)वाद6 शा$78 एवं रह$य मूलक ई@वर कA BCत Dचतंन Fान तथा परंपरा के अनुसार – Fान अKयLत 
अMनव)चनीय. म"य$थ दश)न के अनुसार – Fान KयLत, वचनीय, अ"ययन PवDध से बोध गUय, Kयवहार PवDध से Vमाण सव) सुलभ होने के 
Yप मA $पZट हुआ. अि$थरता, अMन@चयता मूलक भौMतकवाद के अनुसार व$तु कA BCत Pवचार मA PवFान को Fान माना.  इसके Pवक^प मA 
सह-अि$त2व Yपी अि$त2व मूलक मानव कA BCत Dचतंन Fान के अनुसार अि$त2व ि$थर, Pवकास और जागMृत Mनि@चत, सUपूण) Mनयम 
VाकृMतक होना-रहना VMतपाBदत है. अि$त2व केवल भौMतक-रासायMनक न होकर भौMतक रासायMनक एवं जीवन व$तुएं Kयापक-व$तु मA 
अPवभाcय वत)मान हd.  
 

THESE ORDERS ARE MUTUAL FULFILLING AND CYCLIC IN NATURE 
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necessary to fulfil the relationship with all these orders. Ultimate desire of human being is also to live 
in the harmony with rest of the nature/cosmos /existence. It means that no one has to create the 
harmony; it is already available, it exists in the form of co-existential harmony with mutual fulfilment. 
One only needs to understand existence and align oneself with it. By understanding these internal 
activities/ phenomenon and processes of manifestation in nature, human being can survive & flourish 
easily. All the three orders i.e. (material-minerals, plants, animal orders) are fulfilling their 
relationship with human being. Subsequently Human being must organize their life style to fulfil other 
three orders so that civilization can move towards this path. Harmony in the individual and harmony 
in human-human relationships (from family to world family) is only possible by understanding the 
relationship between humans and the rest of Nature/Cosmos.  

The Earth planet is an important part of the whole cosmos. It is essentially governed by the 
Laws of Nature and its functions in a harmonious manner. It serves as the most important natural 
resource for the survival of a number of material bodies. On the Earth planet, there are billions of 
objects, comprising human beings, flora and fauna, the atmosphere, hydrosphere and geo-sphere, 
which are interdependent, interconnected and interrelated in a harmonious existential order. This 
Order has its own intrinsic laws, which regulate its functioning, articulating physical, chemical, 
biological, and ecological aspects, as well as human activities. In order to live in harmony with 
Nature, human beings must recognize and respect its intrinsic laws and its vital cycles. In such a 
System, all the objects, being and non-beings must live within their limits as determined by the Laws 
of Nature.  

Anybody who digresses with the Laws of Nature is bound to impinge upon the rights of 
others and consequently disturb the system harmony. Therefore, it is irrational and immoral to 
recognize any kind of extraordinary privileges for human beings at the cost of several other 
bodies/units of the Earth planet. Human beings have to understand their essential obligations and 
functions in coherence with the larger interest of existence. The human existence has to function and 
sustain itself within this System. Accordingly, we need to create political, economic, and educational 
institutions in consonance with the spirit of the laws of existential harmony. 

We can conclude the here, that Existential (Universal) Harmony{i} is the supreme potential of 
all natural balance & control. The purpose of activities of nature is to attain the harmony. If one 
throws a rock into a pond it would disturb the harmony of the pond by creating ripples but after some 
time ripples flow out and back until harmony is restored, It is the same in all natural patterns. This 
means disharmonious/conflicting action/activities in nature are temporary and transient and existential 
harmony is perpetual and perennial as shown in the diagram II.       
 

Natural patters also indicate inherent Harmony and definiteness 

In modern scientific studies of the Patterns in nature, visible regularities of form are found in 
the natural world this supports the logic of perpetual and perennial Existential Harmony. These 
patterns recur in different contexts and can sometimes are modelled mathematically. Natural patterns 
include symmetries, trees, spirals, meanders, waves, foams, arrays, cracks and stripes.12 Early Greek 
philosophers Plato, Pythagoras and Empedocles studied pattern; attempting to explain order in nature. 
The modern understanding of visible patterns developed gradually over time. “The long sought "grand 
theory of everything" must begin where there is no beginning and end where there is no ending: 
patterns which repeat themselves in nature and which give rise to infinite symmetry. Similar patterns 
are repeated from the micro-atomic/quantum to the macro-atomic/galaxy, from snail shells to spiral 
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galaxies. There is no reason to suspect these patterns end with individual galaxies. Thus, do not stop 
with individual Galaxies, but 
characterize, collectively, all 
galaxies, and the cosmos. 
Patterns repeat and this is the 
key to understanding the 
ultimate nature of the 
universe.”13 we can reach in the 
conclusion that this order and 
harmony percolates/ penetrates 
and innately presences from 
microcosm to macrocosm, as 
show in diagram II.  

Donald L. Hamilton, in 
his work ‘The Nature of 
Universal Space’ explains that 
“The "Laws of Nature" contain 
all the physical laws in the 
universe. They are inseparable 
and invariant - all intertwined 
and working in perfect harmony. 
Each law has its specific duties. 
They create and guide the matter 
and energy of the universe.”14 
He further says the "Laws of 
Nature" are the Foundation of 
the Universe Without these 
"Laws" the Universe would not 
exist. John Adam (his book 
Mathematics in nature, 2002) is an enthusiastic and clear writer, and manages to explain "symbiosis 
that exists between the basic scientific principles involved in natural phenomena and their 
mathematical descripton". He presents the various phenomena at different levels of description, from 
the fundamental power of estimation or the effects of scale, to more sophisticated concepts, such as 
the connection between the Fibonacci sequence and the branching patterns of trees. It means that 
nature has its own mathematics and harmonious rhythms.      

 All the traditions of wisdom speak of the existence of such universal laws. At first sight, each 
wisdom tradition seems to describe the details of these underlying ordering patterns in a different 
way. This is not surprising when we realize that every attempt to describe something so vast and all-
encompassing will always be different to some degree and in a sense incomplete. Moreover, the 
different universal laws do not operate in isolation from each other, but simultaneously and 
intertwined, like parts of a gigantic dynamic network. Consequently, it is effectively not possible to 
totally separate one from the other and every attempt to describe this dynamics as a whole, in the form 
of the operation of a number of universal principles, will be done from each individual perspective or 

Diagram -II 
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orientation. We may compare the differences in the descriptions of these patterns with the attempts of 
the blind people to describe the elephant in the Sufi story.15  

Existential Harmony prevalent from microcosm to macrocosm  

In another way, Vedic literature explained the existential harmony as Rta (Sanskrit: ऋतं,  rtam 
 "that which is properly joined; order, rule; truth"), which is the principle of natural order which 
regulates and coordinates the operation of the universe and everything within it.16  And, some others 
may defines it as “the order behind the manifest world, the harmony among all aspects of 
manifestation each of which obeys its own level. Thus rta is also translated as order, harmony and law 
in various contexts. Unlike man-made laws rta is natural. Rta is in the nature of things (eternal 
drama). It is the truth behind the order and harmony in the universe. Man being an aspect and 
expression of this order has within him a reflection thereof.” 17 Vedas also declare that nothing was 
ever created, but everything is only manifested. Science agrees partly with this view that matter 
cannot be created or destroyed. But scientist now believing in the existence of harmonious order in the 
atom and cosmos means microcosm to macrocosm, which is interconnected by universal/existential 
laws. This is the only cause of harmony, symmetry, patterns and definite genetic code.  (Diagram-II)     

Shri Jnaneshwar explains co-existential harmony in Jnaneshvari, which is like the Gita, a 
superb philosophical poem, “though Eshwar or Brahman is the sole foundation of the universe yet 
Eshwar or the Brahman and Shristhi or the universe do two parallel things simultaneously and 
independently co-exist. 18   [3]    Bhagavad Gita explain this “Know that prakriti and purusha are both 
beginningless, and know also that the modifications and the gunas arise from prakriti” (13:19). We 
can say Brahman and Prakriti, another way this should be explain the coexistence of 
consciousness/spirit (purusha) and Creation (kriyasheel prakriti). 

Hazrat Inayat Khan (1923) explains this harmonious relation as “the existence of land and 
water, the land for the water, and the water for the land; the attraction between the heavens and the 
earth, all demonstrate the universal harmony. The attraction of the sun and moon to each other, the 
cosmic order of the stars and the planets, all connected and related with each other, moving and 
working under a certain law (universal harmony).”19 If the material content of the universe is 
supposed to be sustained by the  energy of light  from stars and gravitational forces between the 
planets, the material content of the human body is supposed to be sustained primarily by the energy of 
‘life’ (Pran)  and vibration forces of heart and brain. We are told that in the Macrocosm, energy can 
be converted into matter and vice versa. So also in the Microcosm we see that a thought process 
generates neuro-peptides, some sort of chemical substances for various types of body reactions.”20 

(Sekhar, 2003) 

Philosophy of Ayurveda indicates “Human life is seen as a note in the cosmic harmony. The 
individual, who is a ‘one-off’, a once-only, unrepeatable event, exists as a microcosm in the 
macrocosm of being. The two systems, human and cosmic, are linked permanently, since both are 
built from the same basic elements. All the elements contained in the macrocosm are also present in 

                                                             
[3] (Jnaneshvari has become a treatise equally charming and attracting the philosophers, the scientists and the 
religious people alike over seven hundred years and the passage of time has only revealed its growing strength. 
And this is so because his heart expanded to include not only the human but the birds, beasts and plants and his 
total concern for ecology, and the orderly existence of all the Cosmic Objects aims at establishing and ensuring 
Universal Harmony.) 
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the microcosm. The five human senses correspond to the five fundamental elements out of which 
everything that exist is constructed.”21 This also defines the importance of balance and order in most 
of the its concepts and theories, even Sushurt Samhita defines of health that it is in a balance when 
all three doshas (bioenergy) and agni (metabolic process) are in balance, and excretions are 
in proper order. When atman (soul), senses, manah (intellect) are in harmony with internal 
peace, the svastha (optimal health) is achieved. (Sam dosha, samagni, samdhatu malakriyah, 
Prasannatma, indriyas manah swath abhidayate. - Sushruta stru 24/41-- Adopted by the World Health 
Organization) {ii} which also support the reality of prevalent harmony, innate Balance, 
interconnectivity and coexistence of microcosm to macrocosm.  

Ancient Greek philosophers describe human beings and their place in the universe. They 
viewed the individual human being as a little world (mikros kosmos) whose composition and structure 
correspond to that of the universe, or great world (makros kosmos, or megas kosmos ). Greek word 
‘Kosmos’ meant "order" in a general sense and implied a harmonious, and therefore beautiful, 
arrangement of parts in any organic system; hence it also referred to order in human societies, 
reflected in good government. Comparisons between society and the human being, as well as society 
and the universe, were varieties of microcosmic theory. These analogies enjoyed a long life, first in 
the Mediterranean region during antiquity and later throughout Europe during the Middle Ages. The 
ideas were commonplace during the Renaissance and early modern times but lost their plausibility 
when a mechanistic model of the universe became dominant in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries.22 (Bernardus Silvestris, 1973) 

Thus, we can say that Ancient mystical, esoteric and secret teachings from Ancient Egypt, 
Ancient Greece, Indian Vedic tradition, Chinese Tao & Buddhism and Japanese esoteric teachings 
found and explain the perfect harmony in the Universe and nature. There is almost common 
understanding between all these faiths regarding Harmony.   

The concept that everything that exists is connected with everything else in accordance with 
the Law of Oneness {iii} encountered in Science as the concept of quantum Entanglement {iv} and was 
first revealed in sub-atomic particles at quantum level.23 And, Harmonious coexistence is the source of 
manifestation (evolution), the cause of its existence, Eternal harmony is the harmony of coexistence. 
Consciousness itself eternal, all things and beings live and move in it; yet it remains stable, 
undisturbed and totally peaceful. 

Many different recent perceptions of scientific researches suggest that the whole universe in 
fact appears to be an intrinsically and instantaneously interconnected whole {v}, in which everything - 
large and small - and everyone is interconnected via the zero-point energy field.{vi} Most recent 
perceptions in this context by Nicola Tesla, David Bohm and Harold Puthoff have come to the 
following conclusion: "Interactions in the domains of nature as well as of consciousness operate via a 
fundamental field that retains energy and information and forms the heart of the universe." 24 “What 
physics calls the vacuum or void is actually filled with incomprehensibly complex dynamic networks 
of highly organized - and organizing - fields of force. Though physicists do not understand the origin 
and organization of these invisible force fields, they are convinced that they definitely exist and play a 
regulating or guiding role in all physical systems.”(Gary E. Schwartz - psychologist/psychiatrist – 
2006) 25   

Everything is interconnected whole  
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Marja de Vries while explaining Underlying organizing principles in book 'The Whole 
Elephant' (2007) (Chapter 2 - What is the essence of Universal Truth) that “Everything is revealed as a 
vast interconnected whole, permeated by the same patterns. This marvelous order in the universe is 
illustrated by the Greek word kosmos, which means ‘order’ and ‘decoration’ as well as ‘universe’. The 
common golden thread of Universal Truth woven through all the wisdom traditions is therefore also 
about an understanding of these underlying, ordering principles of the universe, by which the universe 
organizes itself and keeps itself in balance. These ordering principles are patterns that operate at all 
levels of reality that is to say not only at the physical level of the visible world around us, but also at 
all the levels of non-physical reality. Because these are the same ordering principles operating at all 
levels, these Omni applicable patterns are known as universal principles or universal laws.” This 
shows that these universal laws are the main cause of the harmonious patterns and symmetries in all 
natural phenomena and processes.   

In his autographical note Einstein shows the faith in some (inherent) law exists to predict the 
events in the atom, the craving for universal harmony (meaning orderliness established by laws) of the 
macrocosm must be predicated upon a similar harmony within the microcosm of the atom. Further, the 
harmony of the two cosmos must be joined in a grand harmonious scheme for the entire universe. He 
was convinced that it is “logically possible to establish such rigorous laws that they demand uniquely 
determined constants, whose numerical values could not be changed without destroying the theory,”26 

The on-going research and explorations in the domains of natural and social sciences can 
establish a link between inherent synergy in atoms, cells, chemical, and physical processes and human 
activities, we should understand the elegance of this coherent Order. The principles of harmonious 
existence will serve as a beacon light in all human endeavors. Otherwise, human beings shall pay the 
price for their negligence of the Law of Nature. It will also help the humanity to escape from conflicts 
and wars. To destruct world peace and natural harmony is a crime against humanity and peaceful 
coexistence. 

Conclusion 

The foregoing analysis of the current understanding of existence form microcosm to 
macrocosm shows a definite order in the material, bio (Pranic), animal and knowledge orders.   
Human beings having being evolved from the above order possess the characteristics of these orders. 
However they are disillusioned to recognize this inherent characteristic with proper understanding of 
the prevalent orders of the existence, they may begin to realize this order and design education and 
socio-politico-economic orders to bring harmony based on the natural order.  
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End note: Definitions  

                                                             
{i} Existential harmony: Every unit in the existence is self-organized, harmoniously ordered and in a definite 
system. 

{ii} The correct bibliographic citation for the definition is: Preamble to the Constitution of the World Health  
Organization as adopted by the International Health Conference, New York, 19-22 June, 1946; signed on 22  
July 1946 by the representatives of 61 States (Official Records of the World Health Organization, no. 2, p. 100)  
and entered into force on 7 April 1948.The Definition has not been amended since 1948. 
{iii} The Law of Divine Oneness provides the fundamental understanding that we are all connected to each other, 
and that we are all connected to the same Divine Higher Entity (God, the Universe, Source, etc.). We co-exist 
equally and collectively in the spiritual world as we are all composed of the same energetic foundation. In 
physical form, we also co-exist with the earth as a reflection of our collective Oneness. The earth then reflects 
back to us our human and biological evolution. 
{iv} Quantum entanglement is a physical phenomenon that occurs when pairs or groups ofparticles are generated 
or interact in ways such that the quantum state of each particle cannot be described independently – instead, a 
quantum state may be given for the system as a whole. 
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{v} Everything is a part of one whole that makes up something that is, in itself, still small by comparison to the 
entire being (cells compared to a tissue, tissues compared to an organ, organs compared to an organ system, an 
organ system compared to the being).  As far as I know, our entire galaxy could be the cell... or it could simply 
be a part of the cell. I would not think that we could call it the tissue (and it's certainly not the organ). Obviously 
we are much, much smaller than our galaxy is... and given that they're not entirely sure if it's a "universe" or a 
"multiverse" 
{vi} zero-point energy field appears to be heaving sea of energy in the background of our existence 


